Obama and China's Rise


Obama and China's Rise 2012 detailed evaluation from an insider of the obama administration s efforts between 2009 and spring 2011 to develop a stable relationship with china while countering china s rise by reinforcing and initiating relationships with other nations in the region provided by the publisher

Will China's Rise be Peaceful? 2018 as the rest of the world worries about china s economic prospects will china s rise be peaceful worries about the effect a more powerful china will have on international peace and stability applying the logic of international relations theory historical analysis domestic politics and regional politics and great power politics the authors argues that the most populous nation on the globe and its second largest economy may continue to rise peacefully but that potential dangers abound

China's Rise 2012 answering such questions as what are the social forces behind the rise of china and which classes have power this collection of lucid and enlightening essays provides a thorough account of the transformation of the chinese state into authoritarian capitalism discussing a variety of issues rarely covered in existing literature it demonstrates how china a bureaucratic capitalist state enjoys all the advantages of state capitalism in promoting both break neck industrialization and in taking anti cyclical measures in the midst of the current great recession with a special focus on the workers movement this compilation offers insight into the problems the chinese currently face and anticipates future changes

The Rise of China 2000 analysts debate the international implications of a newly powerful china china s relentless economic growth in the 1980s and 1990s heralded its emergence as a great power in world politics as its economy expanded china seemed poised to become the second largest economy in the world at the same time it modernized its military and adopted a more assertive diplomatic posture many observers have begun to debate the international implications of china s rise some analysts argue that china will inevitably pose a threat to peace and security in east asia a few even predict a new cold war between beijing and washington others claim that a powerful china can remain benign none believes that china can be ignored the essays in this volume assess china s emerging capabilities and intentions debate the impact that china will have on security in the asia pacific region and propose polices for the united states to adopt in its relations with china

China's Rise and Changing Order in East Asia 2017-01-05 this book discusses the impact of china s rise on regional order at three levels sino us relations east asia s contested sub regions and regional institutions sino us relations provide a framework to examine macro regional relations in east asia s contested sub regions northeast asia southeast asia and the eastern indian ocean region the author explores the crucial role regional powers and local states play in maintaining effective governance and stability the author shows how regional institutions attempt to develop cooperation and shared norms that work toward regional community the inclusion of leading experts from china the us south korea japan vietnam singapore and india gives this collection a unique viewpoint and reveals how china s rise looks from inside and outside china as well as inside and outside the region

The Rise of China 2012 the rise of china as an emerging power and as the most likely challenger to the global preponderance of the us is already having a significant impact across the globe this phenomenon is being debated and analysed at various levels in india too it is generating a lot of excitement on the one hand it is considered to be an opportunity and on the other a challenge this book is an attempt at exploring the multi dimensional nature of the rise of china and its implications for india the contributors in this volume have examined various aspects of china s rise such as domestic developments foreign policy agenda and its position on issues related to india from an indian perspective the book will appeal to undergraduate and graduate students of international relations across the world foreign policy experts and anyone interested in china india relations should also find the book to be of interest

Power and Restraint in China's Rise 2022-07-05 honorable mention 2024 t v paul best book in global international relations global international relations section international studies association conventional wisdom holds that china s rise is disrupting the global balance of power in unpredictable ways however china has often deferred to the consensus of smaller neighboring countries on regional security rather than running roughshod over them why and when does china exercise restraint and how does this aspect of chinese statecraft challenge the assumptions of international relations theory in power and restraint in china s rise chin hao huang argues that a rising power s aspirations for acceptance provide a key rationale for refraining from coercive measures he analyzes chinese foreign policy conduct in the south china sea showing how complying with regional norms and accepting constraints improves external perceptions of china and advances other states recognition of china as a legitimate power huang details how member states of the association of southeast asian nations have taken a collective approach to
defusing tension in maritime disputes incentivizing china to support regional security initiatives that it had previously resisted
drawing on this empirical analysis huang develops new theoretical perspectives on why great powers eschew coercion in favor of
restraint when they seek legitimacy his framework explains why a dominant state with rising ambitions takes the views and
interests of small states into account as well as how collective action can induce change in a major power s behavior offering new
insight into the causes and consequences of change in recent chinese foreign policy this book has significant implications for the
future of engagement with china
China s Rise 2009 helps the united states and the rest of the world better comprehend the facts and dynamics underpinning
china s rise this book analyzes the data on china s economy foreign and domestic policy and national security
China s Rise and Australia-Japan-US Relations 2018-04-27 one of the most pressing policy challenges for australia and
japan today is ensuring that china s rise does not threaten the stability of the asia pacific while also avoiding triggering conflict
with their largest trading partner this book examines how australian and japanese perceptions of us primacy shape their
respective views of the asia pacific regional order the robustness of asia s alliance system and the future of australia japan
security cooperation
China s Rise and the Balance of Influence in Asia 2007-06-29 china s protracted boom and political transformation is a
major episode in the history of global political economy beginning in the late 1970s china experienced a quarter century of
extraordinary growth that raised every indicator of material welfare lifted several hundred million out of poverty and rocketed
china from near autarky to regional and even global prominence these striking developments transformed china into a major u s
trade and investment partner a regional military power and a major influence on national economies and cross national
interchange throughout the pacific region beijing has emerged as a voice for east asian economic interests and an arbiter in
regional and even global diplomacy from the asian financial crisis to the north korean nuclear talks china s accession to the world
trade organization promises to accentuate these trends the contributors to this volume provide a multifaceted examination
of china in the areas of economics trade investment politics diplomacy technology and security affording a greater understanding of
what relevant policies the united states must develop this book offers a counterweight to overwrought concerns about the
emerging chinese threat and makes the case for viewing china as a force for stability in the twenty first century
China s Rise - Threat Or Opportunity? 2010-10-15 the phenomenal growth of chinese economic and military power in the first
decade of the 21st century has drawn world wide attention perceptions of china s rise have shifted from seeing china as a threat
to a more mixed view where china is seen as playing a key role in economic recovery taking an increasingly responsible role in
world affairs and contributing significantly to scientific and technological advances this book argues that china will only become a
truly global power when its rising power status is accepted or at least tolerated by other major powers and china s neighbours
filling a major gap in the existing literature it presents a comprehensive overview of how china s rise is perceived in a wide range of
regions these include china s neighbours other world powers the parts of china not part of mainland china taiwan
hong kong and macau and regions of the world where china has having an unexpected impact such as the middle east it also
examines changing perceptions of china in the western media overall the book demonstrates that whilst many countries and
regions are much more positive about china s rise than they were before considerable nervousness and concern persists
Rethinking China s Rise 2018-07-05 a vision of contemporary china from the inside xu s essays offer a liberal reaction to the
complexity of china s rise
China s Rise in Historical Perspective 2010-07-16 china with its geographical historical cultural and political distance from the
west long has been a black box upon which we readily paste labels communist non western developing country but whose internal
logic remains a mystery to us arguing that it would be a major step forward in our genuine knowledge of china if we understood
its internal dynamic this innovative book considers china from a historical perspective to chart its current dynamic and future
direction renowned historians economists and political scientists explore the internal dynamic of china s rise since traditional
times through the key themes of china s identity security economy environment energy and politics each themed section pairs a
historian with a social scientist to give an overall view of where china is coming from and where it is heading one of the prc s best
known experts on international relations provides a concluding reflection on the political psychology of china s view of itself in the
world although a china centered perspective does not yield clear absolute truths about china s rise focusing on change in the prc
from pre modern times to the present allows us to distinguish between china s own dynamic and its relative change of position vis
à vis other actors including ourselves written in clear and accessible style this nuanced book will be essential reading for all
readers interested in china past and present and its growing global role contributions by lowell dittmer erica s downs mark elvin
joseph w esherick joseph fiewsmith barry naughton dwight h perkins qin yaqing elyn s rawski r keith schoppa michael d swaine
and brantly womack
China s Rise and the Chinese Overseas 2017-07-28 since the 1978 opening up of china and her active engagement in economic
reformation and modernization china has become a truly global economic power these developments have consequently had an
impact on ethnic chinese people living across the world traditionally the study of immigrant communities has focused on internal
factors such as the leadership and social organization of the actors inside the communities this book however turns attention to
the exogenous factors which have helped shape the lives of the chinese diaspora in doing so it provides a valuable contribution to
the recent literature which focuses on the effect of globalisation on the chinese overseas using a number of empirical case studies
including the san francisco bay canada south africa and hungary it provides an investigation into how china s temporary
position in the world has affected the identity of the various locales of the chinese in different continents whilst demonstrating the
implications of china s rise on patterns of circular migration and transnational movements it also explores how the social and
economic relations between chinese communities and their host and ancestral countries have changed ultimately it highlights
how china s rise has brought new economic opportunities and political clout for the chinese overseas but at the same time has
created new stereotypes and racial images by association as an in depth study of chinese societies as well as current migration
trends this book will be useful for students of chinese studies ethnic studies anthropology and sociology
Fractured China 2021-10-28 explains how state transformation processes the fragmentation decentralisation and
internationalisation of china s party state shape china s external relations
China s Rise In Mainland Asean: Regional Evidence And Local Responses 2020-09-28 in today s rapid rise and expansion
of china s influence all around the world and in asean during the past two decades there has been an increasing awareness of
various countries and regions adjusting themselves to the new trends both in terms of opportunities and risks alike this has become necessary due to the rapid changes in many aspects political landscapes economic issues as well as social and cultural considerations this book china s rise in mainland asean regional evidence and local responses provides timely insights on some of the latest issues pertaining to asean and china rapidly shifting interactions and upcoming geostrategic challenges asean can be said to be undergoing a new era with china becoming more intertwined and involved with the asean region than ever before the complexity of the regional dynamics means that this phenomenon cannot be captured with a single narrative or discipline of study in addressing the matters at hand this book sets out to examine and provide deeper understandings on the regional implications and local responses from asean countries and from the perspective of the region as a whole the underlying rationale is that adequate understanding on the matters involved in this new asean china era will help to encourage better and mutually beneficial relationships between both sides the analysis of this book will be categorized into four main themes 1 the big picture concerning china s strategies and diplomatic stances 2 implications and responses dealing with how asean members react and respond to china s actions and regional influence 3 perspectives on trade investment and external debt which handles the economic facets of the asean china interactions and 4 connectivity in focus addressing various emerging and existing dimensions of connectivity expansion between asean and china both physical and virtual

China's Rise in Asia 2005-04-14 in this first sustained single authored assessment of china s expanding influence in asia in the postcold war period respected analyst robert sutter draws on his extensive experience to explore the current debate on china s military and economic rise and its meaning for u s interests examining in detail china s current and historical relations with the key countries of asia he finds a range of motivations underlying china s recent initiatives some incline chinese policy to be cooperative with the united states others to be competitive and confrontational sutter nuanced study shows that u s influence continues to dominate asia and plays a critical role in determining china s cooperative or confrontational approach he argues that the bush administration s policies of firmness and cooperation have encouraged china to stay on a generally constructive track in the region

Red Swan 2018-07-15 the resilience of the communist party state in combination with a rapidly expanding economy represents a significant deviant case for the debate about models of development this book focuses on the manner in which china s governmental system can be developed formulated implemented adjusted and revised policy making is seen as an open ended process with an uncertain outcome driven by conflicting interests recurrent interactions and continuous feedback rather than determined by history regime type or institutions key to this are the capacity to deal with both existing and emerging challenges correction mechanisms when conflicts arise and adaptive capabilities in a changing economic or international context

China's Rise: Challenges and Opportunities 2019-07-09 this book explores the extent to which china s rise is changing the economic security political and social cultural aspects of the middle east a region of significant strategic importance to the west and of increasing importance to the east with its growing dependence on middle east oil and gas china has more at stake in this region than any other asian power and not surprisingly has begun increasing its engagement with the region with profound implications for other stakeholders the book charts the history of china s links with the middle east discusses china s involvement with each of the major countries of the region considers how china s rise is reshaping middle easterners perceptions of china and the chinese people and examines the very latest developments

How China’s Rise is Changing the Middle East 2018-10-15 this book is designed examine the changing security landscape across the indo pacific as it relates to china s rise and the growing attractiveness of balancing policies and postures among several asian capitals and the united states

Asia's Quest for Balance 2019-01-15 the rationale for this volume on china s rise in mainland asean new dynamics and changing landscapes stems from the rise in recent years of china as a giant neighbor and in its wake the significant economic political and socio cultural developments in the asean region in the last two decades china has successfully established itself as a powerful regional and global power surpassing japan in 2010 as the second largest economy of the world and has become a major player in the affairs of south east asian nations at the same time while china s spectacular growth makes it vulnerable in terms of expanding its global dependence it also makes its neighbours equally vulnerable due to their growing dependence on china all of these developments have led china through its evolving foreign policy to exert considerable influence on its immediate asean neighbours in many complex ways while the chinese asean bilateral relations are soaring there are growing concerns among asean member countries about the nature of china s engagement with asean in this context this book focuses on china s influence on mainland asean countries cambodia lao pdr myanmar thailand and vietnam china s rise in mainland asean new dynamics and changing landscapes contributes useful insights rich discussions as well as the debates relevant to building a knowledge base about and better understanding of china s rising influence in mainland asean

China's Rise In Mainland Asean: New Dynamics And Changing Landscape 2014-10-29 in this edited volume a set of issue and country experts tackle questions regarding china s current rise to power within the current international economic and political order the current international system is governed by a western conception of order and based on the primacy of post world war ii rules drawn from liberal models of capitalism and democracy practiced in the us and in western europe in this context the most important and most uncertain questions facing the west over the next decade concern how the eu and the us will respond to china s rapid growth will the transatlantic relationship hold and become stronger faced with this new economic and geopolitical challenge or will the us and the eu an increasingly prominent global player compete for economic and political advantage after a brief introduction laying out the circumstances of china s economic and political rise and the challenges that this poses to the existing international order the book proceeds in three sections the first section provides competing theoretical perspectives on china s rise in a historical context the second section provides a distinctly chinese perspective on china s current rise the third section looks at responses from the united states and the european union focusing on both economic and security issues as well as implications of china s rise for us eu relations this book is relevant to both scholars and policymakers concerned with chinese domestic politics and foreign policy us foreign policy eu foreign policy china us relations china eu relations international security international political economy and emerging markets

Responding to China's Rise 2015-06-16 this volume presents a contemporary analysis of the impact of china s rise on the mekong region at a critical point in southeast asian history as the most populated country and the second largest economy in the world china has become an increasingly influential player in global and regional affairs in recent decades economic ties between
china and her southern neighbors are particularly strong yet relations between china and the mekong region are embedded in complex socio cultural and political issues china s accelerated growth increasing economic footprint rapid military modernization and global search for energy natural resources and food security have created a wide range of new challenges for smaller countries in southeast asia these new challenges both encourage and limit cooperation between china and the emerging asean economic community aec the authors pay close attention to these challenges with particular focus on the impact of chinese investment trade foreign aid and migration

**Impact of China's Rise on the Mekong Region** 2014-07-08 this is the first work to examine the importance and role of middle powers in the key phenomenon of contemporary international politics the rise of china middle powers have capabilities immediately below those of great powers yet exercise influence far above most other states in global trade and as allies or adversaries in regional security arms proliferation and global governance the book reviews china s middle power relations with south korea malaysia thailand indonesia australia south africa turkey and brazil contributors address how these diverse nations are responding to a rising china the impact of chinese power on each and whether these states are being attracted to china or deterred by its new power and assertiveness the book also explores how much or how little china and for comparison the us value middle powers and examines whether or not middle powers can actually shape china s behavior

**Middle Powers and the Rise of China** 2011-03-08 this book provides an account of how beijing s evolving integrationist policies in xinjiang have influenced its foreign policy in central asia since the establishment of the people s republic in 1949 and how the policy of integration is related to china s concern for security and to its pursuit of increased power and influence in central asia Xinjiang and China's Rise in Central Asia - A History 2020-01-15 china s rise will be long term punitive for the rest of asia across all aspects of asian geopolitics and economics china s ascendency to regional hegemonic status will result in the decline of its neighbours political independence economic dynamics and future growth potential any short term benefits of china s growth such as increased trade will be transitory the longer term implications of its emergence as the regional hegemon will be greater economic and financial dependencies and vulnerabilities the large scale shift of business activity to within its boundaries and its increasing geopolitical influence across the region the challenge for china s neighbours is how to respond to these evolving dynamics especially as their strategic options are increasingly limited and few of the potential future scenarios are long term positive china s rise therefore be asia s decline

**China's Rise, Asia's Decline: Asia's difficult outlook under China's shadow** 2009-01-21 despite the growing internal social unrest and disparity of economic development the people s republic of china is the third largest world economy and the second largest defense spender showing no clear signs of slowing down china s rise is seen as both an opportunity and a challenge by the major world powers this book examines every aspect of beijing s strategies ranging from political economic and social challenges to the taiwan and hong kong issues to the implications of these strategies in terms of china s place within the asia pacific and indeed within the world system written by a stellar line up of international contributors the book will appeal to students and scholars of chinese politics foreign policy political economy and social policy and china watchers alike Rise of China 2022-02-16 bringing together leading scholars from asia and the west this book investigates how the dynamics of china s rise in world politics contributes to theory building in international relations ir the book demonstrates how the complex and transformative nature of china s advancement is also a point of departure for theoretical innovation and reflection in ir more broadly in doing so the volume builds a strong case for a genuinely global and post western ir it contends that non western countries should not only be considered potential sources of knowledge production but also original and legitimate focuses of ir theorizing in their own right

**China's Rise and Rethinking International Relations Theory** 2012-01-01 Ôchina threat or china opportunity like beauty is in the eyes of the beholder western imaginations of china come under close scrutiny in this book in a new philosophical depth seldom attempted before dr pan displays in full force his analytical skills and his mastery of knowledge both east and west contrary to conventional approaches he takes a step back to exercise a powerful reflective process to watch the china watchers with illuminating results dr panOs book deserves wide and careful reading ÔD professor gerald chan university of auckland new zealand Ôthe rise of china is largely seen as either a threat or an opportunity chengxin pan exposes both of these representations as expressions of western fears and desires for certainty and predictability his call for a more reflective and culturally sensitive understanding of china offers an important contribution to one of the big political debates of our time ÔO professor roland bleiker university of queensland australia Ôthis is a brilliant and insightful treatment of western representations of china with a theoretical framework suggesting they come not only from china itself but also the west although it is not the first treatment of this topic it is innovative in considering the Ochina threatO and Ochina opportunityO both aspects of the rise of china are of crucial importance for our times with provocative conclusions it is a truly path breaking contribution to the literature i recommend it highly ÔO professor colin mackerras griffith university australia Ôpan has produced a book which not only challenges some basic assumptions about the nature of chinaOs Orises but more importantly forces us to rethink the very basic starting points of how we know what we know about china ÔO professor shaun brelin university of warwick uk how is the rise of china perceived in the west why is it often labelled as Ôthreat and or ÔOpportunity what are the implications of these china imageries for global politics taking up these important questions this groundbreaking book argues that the dominant western perceptions of chinaOs rise tell us less about china and more about western self imagination and its desire for certainty chengxin pan expertly illustrates how this desire masked as china ÔknowledgeÕ is bound up with the political economy of fears and fantasies thereby both informing and complicating foreign policy practice in sino western relations insofar as this vital relationship is shaped not only by chinaOs rise but also by the way we conceptualise its rise this book makes a compelling case for critical reflection on china watching knowledge desire and power in global politics is the first systematic and deconstructive analysis of contemporary western representation of chinaOs rise setting itself apart from the mainstream empiricist literature its critical interpretative approach and unconventional and innovative perspective will not only strongly appeal to academics students and the broader reading public but also likely spark debate in the field of chinese international relations

**Knowledge, Desire and Power in Global Politics** 1995-10-30 a lively and well written comparison of economic transformation in china and the ussr russia combining a good knowledge of the chinese economy with a radical critique of western transition orthodoxy this very topical and very controversial book will be useful reading for students administrators in many countries and international agencies and business people michael ellman university of amsterdam peter nolan makes a pungent challenge to
conventional wisdom by arguing that the Chinese approach to system reform has been vastly more successful than the shock therapy applied to Russia. His book is based on extensive comparison and deep insight into the political economy of both countries. 

John Toye Institute of Development Studies, Sussex. This book is the first attempt to analyse systematically the dramatic contrast in the results of post-Stalinist reform in China and Russia. It argues that there emerged a transition orthodoxy about how to reform the communist systems of political economy. However, it was deeply flawed. The advice which flowed from this orthodoxy was the primary cause of the Soviet disaster. The decision not to follow it was the main reason for China's enormous success in its reform programme. 

**China's Rise, Russia's Fall** 2020-12-09 Ananth Krishnan first moved to China in the summer of 2008 in the years that followed he had a ringside view of the country's remarkable transformation. He reported from Beijing for a decade for the India Today and the Hindu. This gave him a privileged opportunity to engage with individuals Traveling to the length and breadth of the country beyond the glittery skylines of Shanghai and the grand avenues of Beijing that great most tourists to the heart of China, he observes.

India's China Challenge 2012-11-08 American critics who deeply fear a China threat unduly influenced government policy. China Hawks believe China intends to push the United States out of Asia and dominate the world. Protectionists argue that China threatens American jobs and prosperity. This authoritative work examines why and how the United States should stabilize and improve its relations with China. It first assesses the threat posed by China addressing such issues as military capability, Taiwan, the trade deficit, human rights, and democracy. It then discusses the rationale for rapprochement between the two countries in order to achieve a stable peace. It makes the case for a fundamental shift in U.S. policy focusing on how both countries can increase cooperation. It analyzes the benefits of a U.S. policy shift along with the potential impact on Japan, Taiwan, and both Koreas. This significant work on U.S.-China relations will be an essential resource for the academic and policy community as well as of interest to the general reader on a topic of great public concern.

The China Fallacy 2020-12-22 This book examines India's foreign and defence policy changes in response to China's growing economic and military power. It has increased footprints across the Indo-Pacific as it further explores India's role in the rivalry between China and the United States. The book looks at the strategic importance of the Indian Ocean region in the Indo-Pacific geopolitical landscape and how India is managing China's rise by combining economic cooperation with a wide set of balancing strategies. The authors in this book critically analyse the economic tools of India's foreign policy response, including defence posture security alignments, and soft power diplomacy. They discuss the future trajectory of India's foreign policy and the factors that will determine the balance of power in the region and the potential risks involved. The book provides detailed insights into the multifaceted and complex relationship between India and China and will be of great interest to researchers, students, and international relations practitioners.

China's Rise, Russia's Fall 2020-12-09 American critics who deeply fear a China threat unduly influenced government policy. China Hawks believe China intends to push the United States out of Asia and dominate the world. Protectionists argue that China threatens American jobs and prosperity. This authoritative work examines why and how the United States should stabilize and improve its relations with China. It first assesses the threat posed by China addressing such issues as military capability, Taiwan, the trade deficit, human rights, and democracy. It then discusses the rationale for rapprochement between the two countries in order to achieve a stable peace. It makes the case for a fundamental shift in U.S. policy focusing on how both countries can increase cooperation. It analyzes the benefits of a U.S. policy shift along with the potential impact on Japan, Taiwan, and both Koreas. This significant work on U.S.-China relations will be an essential resource for the academic and policy community as well as of interest to the general reader on a topic of great public concern.

The China Fallacy 2020-12-22 This book examines India's foreign and defence policy changes in response to China's growing economic and military power. It has increased footprints across the Indo-Pacific as it further explores India's role in the rivalry between China and the United States. The book looks at the strategic importance of the Indian Ocean region in the Indo-Pacific geopolitical landscape and how India is managing China's rise by combining economic cooperation with a wide set of balancing strategies. The authors in this book critically analyse the economic tools of India's foreign policy response, including defence posture security alignments, and soft power diplomacy. They discuss the future trajectory of India's foreign policy and the factors that will determine the balance of power in the region and the potential risks involved. The book provides detailed insights into the multifaceted and complex relationship between India and China and will be of great interest to researchers, students, and international relations practitioners.

China's Rise, Russia's Fall 2020-12-09 American critics who deeply fear a China threat unduly influenced government policy. China Hawks believe China intends to push the United States out of Asia and dominate the world. Protectionists argue that China threatens American jobs and prosperity. This authoritative work examines why and how the United States should stabilize and improve its relations with China. It first assesses the threat posed by China addressing such issues as military capability, Taiwan, the trade deficit, human rights, and democracy. It then discusses the rationale for rapprochement between the two countries in order to achieve a stable peace. It makes the case for a fundamental shift in U.S. policy focusing on how both countries can increase cooperation. It analyzes the benefits of a U.S. policy shift along with the potential impact on Japan, Taiwan, and both Koreas. This significant work on U.S.-China relations will be an essential resource for the academic and policy community as well as of interest to the general reader on a topic of great public concern.

The China Fallacy 2020-12-22 This book examines India's foreign and defence policy changes in response to China's growing economic and military power. It has increased footprints across the Indo-Pacific as it further explores India's role in the rivalry between China and the United States. The book looks at the strategic importance of the Indian Ocean region in the Indo-Pacific geopolitical landscape and how India is managing China's rise by combining economic cooperation with a wide set of balancing strategies. The authors in this book critically analyse the economic tools of India's foreign policy response, including defence posture security alignments, and soft power diplomacy. They discuss the future trajectory of India's foreign policy and the factors that will determine the balance of power in the region and the potential risks involved. The book provides detailed insights into the multifaceted and complex relationship between India and China and will be of great interest to researchers, students, and international relations practitioners.

China's Rise, Russia's Fall 2020-12-09 American critics who deeply fear a China threat unduly influenced government policy. China Hawks believe China intends to push the United States out of Asia and dominate the world. Protectionists argue that China threatens American jobs and prosperity. This authoritative work examines why and how the United States should stabilize and improve its relations with China. It first assesses the threat posed by China addressing such issues as military capability, Taiwan, the trade deficit, human rights, and democracy. It then discusses the rationale for rapprochement between the two countries in order to achieve a stable peace. It makes the case for a fundamental shift in U.S. policy focusing on how both countries can increase cooperation. It analyzes the benefits of a U.S. policy shift along with the potential impact on Japan, Taiwan, and both Koreas. This significant work on U.S.-China relations will be an essential resource for the academic and policy community as well as of interest to the general reader on a topic of great public concern.

The China Fallacy 2020-12-22 This book examines India's foreign and defence policy changes in response to China's growing economic and military power. It has increased footprints across the Indo-Pacific as it further explores India's role in the rivalry between China and the United States. The book looks at the strategic importance of the Indian Ocean region in the Indo-Pacific geopolitical landscape and how India is managing China's rise by combining economic cooperation with a wide set of balancing strategies. The authors in this book critically analyse the economic tools of India's foreign policy response, including defence posture security alignments, and soft power diplomacy. They discuss the future trajectory of India's foreign policy and the factors that will determine the balance of power in the region and the potential risks involved. The book provides detailed insights into the multifaceted and complex relationship between India and China and will be of great interest to researchers, students, and international relations practitioners.
Asian governments including China and all the major powers in Asia give higher priority to relations with the United States than to relations with any power in Asia in addition to being Asia's economic partner of choice and acknowledged security guarantor the United States has a leadership position in Asia that rests on a determined U.S. administration prepared to confront adversaries and opponents; this position gives pause to Asian governments seeking to challenge or displace the United States the analysis in this monograph demonstrates that even hardline Chinese critics of U.S. hegemony in Asia and world affairs have been compelled in recent years to adopt a more constructive posture in dealings with the United States recognizing that China builds comprehensive national power over the coming decades Chinese leaders are often frustrated by U.S. policies and power and desirous over the long term to see their periphery free of constraining U.S. great power involvement however they show little sign of deviating from efforts to expand influence in selected ways that tend to avoid directly challenging the United States thus for the most part China's rise in Asia does not come at the expense of U.S. interests and is not a part of a zero-sum game resulting in the automatic decline of U.S. influence to enhance its position in Asia Washington should focus on repairing negative features of recent U.S. policy in Asia related to the fallout of its actions in Iraq the Middle East and Korea U.S. unilateralism in international politics and inattention to the concerns of Asian governments over economic development nation building and multilateral cooperation this recommendation requires adjustments not a wholesale revamping of U.S. policies backed by continued cautious management of U.S. security commitments and economic relations with regional governments they will enhance the leading role of the United States in Asian affairs the prevailing tendency of Asian governments to hedge in the post-cold war environment seems likely to continue to pose challenges for U.S. management of alliances and other relations with Asian governments seeking more independence and freedom of action inclining some to seek closer ties with China among other policymakers in the United States should not overreact to such maneuvers recognizing that such hedging continues to provide a prominent role for the United States as the region's well-recognized security stabilizer and economic partner of choice in particular Chinese government leaders found that their overt efforts in the late 1990s to compel Asian governments to choose between a rising China and the United States failed in the face of Asian governments' long unwillingness to do so the government should learn from this experience in seeking to advance its leadership in Asia without the overt competition with China that would try to force Asian governments to make such a choice probably with negative implications for U.S. leadership in Asia

India's Great Power Politics 2021-09-22 This book focuses on the market issues facing Asian industrialization and the possibility feasibility and sustainability of China integrating the Asian economies how China's rise affects Asian market and the economic relation between China and other Asian economies the book looks into this issue from market and regional perspectives and concludes that Asian industrialization including China makes the unified regional market as the common goal of Asian economies the integration of Asian markets is also a key strategy for China in the next 5-10 years China may become a major player or even a leader in integrating regional markets however it will be a long process depending on China's economic strength in the future

China's Rise 2013 American critics who deeply fear a China threat have unduly influenced government policy China hawks believe China can and should push the United States out of Asia and dominate the world protectionists argue that China threatens American jobs and prosperity this authoritative work examines why and how the U.S. should stabilize and improve its relations with China it first assesses the threat posed by China addressing such issues as military capability, Taiwan the trade deficit, human rights and democracy it then discusses the rationale for rapprochement between the two countries in order to achieve a stable peace it makes the case for a fundamental shift in U.S. policy and efforts by both countries to increase their cooperation it analyzes the benefits to the United States of this policy shift along with the potential impact on Japan, Taiwan and both Koreas this significant work on U.S. China relations will be an essential resource for the academic and policy community as well as of interest to the general reader on a topic of great public concern Bloomsbury Publishing

China's Rise and the Development of Asian Regional Integration 2014-03-05 With featuring far reaching diversities and disparities among the regional states in their political, economic and social systems and cultural and religious orientations East Asia is a microcosm of international society at large nevertheless there are unique dynamics unfolding in East Asia at the turn of the twenty-first century namely the rise of China as a contender for regional and global hegemony and a set of collective initiatives to integrate the region into a harmonious community this book provides new arguments on China's rise and the transformation of East Asia and analyzes the foreign policy behavior of the regional states and relations among them in doing so the contributors show why and how China is rising and how China's rise shapes the emerging regional structures and institutions in East Asia furthermore given the East Asian context where the world's second and third largest economies coexist with much smaller states and with China's ascendency likely to continue this book challenges the pervasive dichotomy of hegemony and community this allows for a fuller and more nuanced account of China's role and the shifting regional policies in East Asia in which hegemonic cooperation does not necessarily lead to a hegemonic form of regional order presenting strategic political economic and historical perspectives on China's changing role in the region and the development of regionalism China's rise and regional integration in East Asia will be of great interest to students and scholars of Chinese politics, Asian politics, international relations and regionalism

The China Fallacy 2020-03-08 China's emergence as a global actor has questioned the position of the United States as the strongest power and the future of the Washington led global order but achieving the status of a truly global player wielding influence in all dimensions of power would require China among other things to leverage its regional influence in Central Asia this region is increasingly representing China's western leg of economic expansion and development and is of a growing strategic importance for Beijing it is also a region that should be of greater strategic importance to Washington which seeks to preserve its leading position in the international system and ensure China's peaceful integration in the global political security and economic architecture the question of future economic and security order in Central Asia is thus of paramount importance to global stability China is already projecting the strongest economic presence in the region and has the potential to build comprehensive influence across economic cultural political military and security spheres just as in the Asia-Pacific it is the rise of China and its perceived efforts at domination in Central Asia that are driving the reconfiguration of the region's geopolitics and are challenging the U.S. global supremacy requiring Washington to advance creative economic and military solutions in the heart of Eurasia to stay relevant globally and regionally the United States has to pursue a robust direct and long term strategy of engagement in Central Asia as it seeks to do so Washington cannot premise its cooperation with other powers in Central Asia on the isolation of China a
global force calling for engagement where beneficial and containment where necessary washington should boost military engagement in the region upgrade its new silk road strategy nsrs advance cooperation with key partners and shape china s global ascendance by leveraging its position in central asia it should consider joining multilateral institutions involving the regional countries and china or seek the creation of new ones to shape china s regional activities it should link its nsrs with china s belt strategy where it benefits the region s development while ensuring multidirectional contours of regional geo economic forces it should also start pondering how to leverage its potential strategic relationship with iran which links the middle east with central and south asia and shares growing economic ties with china finally it should develop platforms of cooperation with china in economic and security spheres pertaining to both global and regional affairs none of these tasks are easy to accomplish this policy monograph written in march 2015 sheds light on the crucial forces at work assesses the possibility and implications of china s hegemony in central asia and highlights the need for washington to play real politics at the table rather than from across the high seas

China’s Rise and Regional Integration in East Asia
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